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Welcome to KRONEN
Machinery we present live and in function:

Trade Fair Premiere: K650 Drying System
KRONEN extends its portfolio and presents an ideal system for the industrial application for drying a wide variety of lettuce and vegetable products as well as sliced fruit in a continuous treatment process.

Integrated UVC water disinfection: Washing machine GEWA 3800 B PLUS
KRONEN offers integration of a new UVC water disinfection system. The wash water is permanently disinfected and returned to the water cycle as germ-free process water. For this purpose the market-proven UV components of sterilAir® are in use meeting the high demands of the food industry in an optimum way!

We cordially invite you to celebrate our anniversary with us: 40 years of experience and innovation for the food processing industry! You may expect a little anniversary present at our stand.

And you can enjoy special culinary delights on each day of the show at our
Live Cooking: from the field to the table
Be inspired by delicious dishes of the gourmet chefs Wolfgang Blum and Andreas Eigner!

SAVE THE DATE
VISIT OUR PRESENTATION, TOO!
"Fresh fruit and vegetable decontamination – by an innovative moderate heat treatment"
Speaker: Eric Lefebvre, Technical Director KRONEN
Bertram Schmidt, ATB Potsdam
Venue: Forum „Technology of Fresh-cut products“
Congress-Centrum Ost, Saal 1+2
Date: 22/03/2018, 14:00 – 16:00
Language of presentation: English
At the KRONEN stand you will see many more novelties and live machinery:

- **GS 10-2 & GS 20**
  Belt cutting machines

- **KUJ V**
  Cube, strip & slice cutting machine
  also for the trend product vegetable rice!

- **SPIRELLO 150**
  Vegetable spiral cutting machine

- **AMS 220**
  Pineapple & melon peeling machine
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